Abstract A black-oil (BO) PVT model is a fluid characterization formulation that represents multi-component reservoir hydrocarbons as a binary mixture (i.e., two pseudo-components: ''surface gas'' and ''stock tank oil''). The BO PVT model is widely used in the petroleum industry because it is relatively simple compared to fully compositional modeling in which all or most components are independently accounted for. Since computational complexity increases nearly exponentially with number of components used in the characterization, there always remains a strong incentive to embracing the simplified black oil (binary) characterization as long as the fluid phase behavior allows it. When representing a complex system with this simplified model, a number of limitations arising from its simplicity may exist. In this study, these limitations are highlighted by performing phase behavior simulations for a gas condensate fluid. Rigorous calculations of standard (BO) PVT properties (B o , B g , R s , and R v ) of a the gas condensate reservoir of choice are performed through a series of flash calculations at the prescribed reservoir fluid depletion path. The study demonstrates that the BO PVT model violates the species material balance principle as reservoir pressure depletes while conserving overall mass. This violation can lead to significant errors when coupling the BO PVT model with tank material balance-based techniques. The simulation test case indicates that these models will significantly and consistently underestimate oil formation volume factor (B o ) and solution gas oil ratio (R s ) due to the shortcomings of the BO PVT model.
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Introduction
A black-oil (BO) PVT model is a fluid characterization model that represents multi-component reservoir hydrocarbons in only two pseudo-components, ''surface gas'' and ''stock tank oil'' (Walsh and Lake 2003; Whitson and Brule 2000) . ''Surface gas'' is a pseudo-component consisting of hydrocarbons in the reservoir that remain in the gas phase at standard conditions. ''Stock tank oil'' is the other pseudo-component consisting of hydrocarbons in the reservoir that remain in the oil phase at standard conditions. This BO PVT model is widely used in the petroleum industry because it is relatively simple compared to a fully compositional model. The modified BO PVT model relies on the definition of four standard properties: oil formation volume factor (B o ), gas formation volume factor (B g ), solution gas-oil ratio (R s ), and volatilized oil-gas ratio (R v ). Figure 1 is graphical representation of the definitions of these properties. B o represents the ratio between the amount of reservoir oil (V o ) and stock tank oil (N fo ) produced from that reservoir oil, while B g represents the ratio between the amount of reservoir gas (V g ) and surface gas (G fg ) produced from that reservoir gas. R v denotes solubility of stock tank oil (N fg ) in surface gas (G fg ) produced from the same reservoir gas, while R s denotes solubility of surface gas (G fo ) in stock tank oil (N fo ) produced from the same reservoir oil. Classical BO PVT models only allowed the ''surface gas'' pseudo-component to be part of both the reservoir gas and oil phases, but did not allow the ''stock tank oil'' pseudo-component to partake in the reservoir gas (R v = 0). BO models that incorporate the calculation of R v are considered ''modified'' BO PVT models, while for the classical BO models, R v = 0. Modified BO models are routinely used to model all five conventional reservoir fluid types: black oils, volatile oils, retrograde gases, wet gases and dry gases (McCain 1990; Walsh and Lake 2003) . In this study, the analysis of retrograde gases is of interest. In gas condensate, retrograde gas condensate, or retrograde gas reservoirs, the reservoir fluid may be initially a single vapor phase. Upon volumetric depletion, the reservoir is subjected to isothermal expansion process at constant reservoir volume. Once reservoir pressure drops below the dew point, a condensate phase is formed. This liquid hydrocarbon is usually immobile and can cause variability in factors that ultimately could affect recovery factor (Walsh and Lake 2003) . Excess gas resulted from the expansion process will be released to surface in the form of produced oil and natural gas. They will then be treated at surface production facilities, which are designed to satisfy all sale specifications. In this study, the depletion behavior of gas condensate will be studied using modified BO models and fully compositional flash calculations. Flash calculations can predict amount, composition, and properties of each phase based on pressure, temperature, overall composition, and physical properties of pure components. In this paper, gas compressibility factor is calculated using Peng and Robinson Equation of State (Peng and Robinson 1976) . Vaporliquid equilibrium is evaluated by implementing material balance (Rachford and Rice 1952) and equilibrium thermodynamic considerations (Coat 1985 correlations include a volume-translation technique for density adjustment by Jhaveri and Youngren (1988) , gas viscosity by Lee et al. (1966) , and liquid viscosity by Lohrenz et al. (1964) . Phase stability is analyzed using Michelson's algorithm (1982) .
Simulating the standard (BO) PVT properties
In this study, the standard (BO) PVT properties for a gas condensate reservoir are rigorously simulated by performing a series of flash calculations of the gas condensate fluid at the prescribed conditions through a constant volume depletion (CVD) path. The CVD process mimics the depletion mechanism of gas condensate reservoirs as described earlier. The algorithm consists of pre-calculation steps and nine calculation steps. Its graphical representation and complete calculation procedure are described in Appendix B. The detailed procedure can be found in Vardcharragosad (2011) . The Walsh-Towler's method (Walsh and Lake 2003) and Whitson-Torp method (Whitson and Torp 1983) are used to analyze the resulting PVT data. This study is based on the reservoir fluid characterization and input data detailed in Appendix A. Precalculation starts by assuming there is 1.0 MMSCF of GasEquivalent inside the PVT cell of study charged with the reservoir fluid of study at dew point conditions. Dew point pressure, the PVT cell volume, surface gas (G), and stock tank oil (N) at the dew point are determined using flash calculations. The main calculation begins by dropping the pressure inside the PVT cell to the new pressure level then evaluating amount and properties of each phase inside the PVT cell. The new PVT cell volume at the new pressure level is calculated and the amount of excess reservoir gas is removed to bring the PVT cell back to its initial. The amount and properties of G and N then can be extracted from the remaining reservoir gas and oil inside the PVT cell after excess gas removal is evaluated. Then, B o , B g , R s , and R v values are calculated using the definitions presented in Fig. 1 . This calculation process will be repeated at the new pressure level until the pressure inside the PVT cell reaches the abandonment pressure condition. Based on this protocol, standard (BO) PVT properties are calculated for the gas condensate fluid described in Appendix A. Reservoir initial pressure is 4,000 psia and temperature 300°F. Fluid dew point pressure is 3,224 psia at the stated reservoir temperature. The simulated reservoir gas properties (B g and R v ) and the simulated reservoir oil properties (B o and R s ) are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. The behavior of these properties is similar to the actual behavior observed from Anschutz Rance East rich-gas condensate reservoir (Walsh and Lake 2003) . B g values monotonically increase with decreasing reservoir pressure because of fluid expansion. R v values remain constant above the dew point because there is no composition change in reservoir gas; however, they decrease with decreasing reservoir pressure below the dew point due to retrograde condensation. B o and R s are not defined above the dew point. As reservoir pressure goes below the dew point, B o and R s values decrease with depleting reservoir pressure because of solution gas liberation.
Identification of pitfalls
While our simulations have started with a total amount of 1.0 MMSCF of Gas-Equivalent at the dew point, total amount of G (''surface gas'') and N (''stock tank oil'') found in the reservoir gas, reservoir oil, and cumulative production at every reservoir depletion step can be straightforwardly calculated from above results. This information is depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows that the amount of surface gas remaining in the reservoir gas (G fg ) decreases as reservoir pressure decreases because reservoir gas is continuously removed. The amount of surface gas remaining in reservoir oil (G fo ) is zero at the dew point. Its amount increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases as reservoir pressure continues to decrease below the dew point. This reversing trend is mainly dominated by the amounts of reservoir oil, which in turn, drive the combined effect of retrograde condensation and solution gas liberation. Cumulative gas production (G p ), which is the amount of surface gas recovered from the production of excess gas from the PVT cell, increases with decreasing reservoir pressure due to accumulating hydrocarbon production.
In Fig. 5 , the amount of stock tank oil remaining in reservoir gas (N fg ) decreases with decreasing reservoir pressure due to production and retrograde condensation of reservoir gas. The amount of stock tank oil remaining in reservoir oil (N fo ) is zero at the dew point. Its amount increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases as reservoir pressure continues decreasing below the dew point. Similar to G fo , this reversing trend is dominated by the changing amounts of reservoir oil during depletion. Cumulative oil production (N p ), the amount of stock tank oil recovered from the production of the excess gas from the PVT cells, increases as reservoir pressure decreases due to accumulating hydrocarbon production.
Material balance conservation needs to be considered for each of the pseudo-components to understand further implications of the BO PVT model. Since G must be conserved, the sum of the surface gas in reservoir gas, reservoir oil, and cumulative gas production, (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) must equal the amount of surface gas pseudo-component in reservoir gas (G fg ) initially available at dew point conditions. Yet, Fig. 4 shows that the sum of G increases with decreasing reservoir pressure. Similarly, the sum of stock tank oil in reservoir gas, reservoir oil, and cumulative oil production (N fg ? N fo ? N p ) decreases with decreasing reservoir pressure, as shown in Fig. 5 . This violation in the conservation principle of pseudo-components can be attributed to the assumptions of the pseudocomponent model, which implies that each pseudo-component behaves as a pure component (constant composition, same independent of depletion) while in reality each pseudo-component is a mixture in itself. Each pseudocomponent is a multi-component mixture whose composition is susceptible to change during depletion. In particular, by lumping all mixture components into two pseudocomponents (light and heavy), the effect of the intermediate components in the depletion process is being neglected.
Reservoir gas and oil phase compositions continuously change throughout the reservoir life cycle because of retrograde condensation, solution gas liberation, and immobile condensate drop out inside the reservoir. Separator conditions of first stage separator, second stage separator, and stock tank also result in different compositions of the pseudo-components recovered from said surface Fig. 6 Density of surface gas and stock tank oil separators. Compositional changes in pseudo-components can be observed from the change in their densities. Figure 6 displays the calculated densities of surface gas and stock tank oil pseudo-components recovered at different separators. As reservoir pressure decreases, densities of G fg and N fo exhibit increasing trends while densities of G fo and N fg exhibit decreasing trends. These trends clearly support the fact that properties of the pseudo-components always change. Thus, any calculation based on conservation principles applied to two pseudo-components may lead to significant error.
Further analysis was carried out by converting stock tank oil pseudo-components (N fg , N fo , and N p ) into gasequivalent units. The total amount of stock tank oil (N fg ? N fo ? N p ), surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ), and their sum are calculated and plotted in Fig. 7 . These results indicate that the total amount of fluid remains constant and equal to 1.0 MMSCF, which is the original amount of fluid at dew point conditions. The figure illustrates that the BO PVT model honors overall (total) material balance, but it cannot honor species material balance conservation for each of the two pseudo-species. Figure 8 shows the associated percentage material balance error for total amount of stock tank oil (N fg ? N fo ? N p ), surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) relative to their initial amounts at dew point condition. The trend in both figures is for total amount of surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) to increase and for total amount stock tank oil (N fg ? N fo ? N p ) to decrease with decreasing pressure. This effect is due to the tendency of liquid intermediates to further volatilize as pressure decreases-an effect fully ignored by the twopseudo-component (light, heavy) BO PVT formulation which requires each pseudo-component to remain at fixed compositions (i.e., with the same amount of intermediates regardless of pressure). In the next section, we explore the impact that lack of species material balance conservation can have on the calculation of PVT properties typically used in BO PVT material balance calculations.
Impact on standard (BO) PVT property prediction
The limitation of the BO PVT model in violating the species material balance principal could lead to significant errors when pairing the BO PVT model with species material balance-based techniques such as Walsh-Towler algorithm (Walsh and Towler 1995; Walsh and Lake 2003) . The Walsh-Towler algorithm is a practical method to determine B o , B g , R s , and R v on the basis of CVD experimental results. In a CVD experiment, properties of the immobile reservoir oil left inside the PVT cell are not usually reported. When the Walsh-Towler algorithm is used to simulate reservoir oil-related properties such as B o and R s , reservoir oil properties are estimated assuming stock-tank oil species conservation at all times.
To demonstrate the impact of lack of species material balance conservation can have on the calculation of PVT properties using the BO PVT model, CVD experimental results are rigorously simulated based on input data and calculation procedure in Appendixes A and C, respectively. The simulated CVD results are shown in Appendix D. Subsequently, B o , B g , R v , and R s are calculated based on those simulated CVD results using Walsh-Towler algorithm. Detailed calculations for the Walsh-Towler algorithm can be found in Appendix E. Results are shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the standard (BO) PVT properties calculated directly from a series of rigorous flash calculations (left) are compared to those calculated from the Walsh-Towler algorithm (right). Percent errors observed by implementing the Walsh-Towler algorithm, compared to those using rigorous flash calculations, are presented in parentheses. As shown, the Walsh-Towler algorithm consistently underestimates B o and R s , and the error becomes more significant at lower pressure. However, it does not impact B g and R v calculations. These trends are caused due to the lack of species material balance conservation in the BO PVT model demonstrated in the previous section. BO PVT property prediction algorithms, such as the Walsh-Tower algorithm, are built around the presumably valid assumption that the total amount of stock tank oil (N fg ? N fo ? N p ) and total amount of surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) would be conserved throughout the depletion process. In reality, because of the shortcomings of the BO pseudo-component formulation which ignores intermediate component effects, total amount of surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) actually increases with decreasing pressure (see Figs. 4, 7) and total amount stock tank oil in the system (N fg ? N fo ? N p ) decreases with decreasing pressure (see Figs. 5, 7) .
As a consequence of this, and because N fg and N p values are derived directly from the CVD data, any lack of compliance with stock tank oil material balance conservation is automatically (yet unintendedly) absorbed by N fo . At high pressures, the differences in actual and calculated total stock tank oil are relatively small compared to N fo ; thus, the error is small and can be neglected. However, lower pressures exhibit greater differences in total stock tank oil and, therefore, the error can become significant. The imposition that total stock tank oil (N fg ? N fo ? N p ) should remain the same during depletion (while actually decreasing with pressure depletion due to BO PVT shortcomings) invariably leads to a consistent overestimation of N fo . This, in turn, leads to a consistent underestimation of B o -as per its definition shown in Fig. 1 and as illustrated in Table 1 .
The consequences of the lack of compliance with species material balance by the BO PVT formulation become especially exacerbated during the calculation of R s , where physically negated negative values can be found (see Table 1 ). This is caused by the overestimation of N fo , described above, compounded with an underestimation of G fo . BO PVT property prediction algorithms preserve total amount of total surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ), in spite of it being an increasing quantity as pressure depletes due to the volatilization of liquid intermediates. This leads to a consistent underestimation of G fo based on such material balance constraint that uses G fg and G p values independently obtained from CVD data. The combination of underestimated G fo values with overestimated N fo values can translate into seriously underestimated R s , (see R s definition in Fig. 1 and calculated values in Table 1 , with estimation errors higher than 200 %). This underestimation can be so severe that negative values of R s can be found at low pressures-for this case, for pressures below 800 psia. At pressures below 800 psia, the sum of G fg and G p becomes higher than total surface gas (G fg ? G fo ? G p ) at dew point pressure leading to negative R s values. It should be noted that N fo and G fo values do not participate in the calculation of B g and R v (see Fig. 1 ), and thus errors in their estimation do not impact B g and R v calculations.
Differences between properties calculated from direct flash calculation (Appendix B) and species material balance-based techniques have been also reported by Izgec and Barrufet (2005) . Izgec and Barrufet calculated the standard (BO) PVT properties from flash calculations using Whitson-Torp algorithm (1983) , and used Coats Procedure (1985) to calculate properties using a species material balance-based method. Coats also indicated the discrepancy caused by representing complex hydrocarbon mixtures with the black-oil model, by comparing wellstream compositions calculated from numerical simulators. Coats also described the same effect using a local (grid block-scaled) compositional simulation.
Concluding remarks
Standard BO PVT properties of a gas condensate reservoir have been rigorously simulated based on hypothetical reservoir fluid and prescribed reservoir and surface production conditions to provide insight into the limitations of black-oil PVT formulations. Simulation results demonstrated that species material balance conservation of surface gas and stock tank oil pseudo-components can be violated by the BO PVT model, while still honoring overall material balance. The limitation stems from assumption inherent to the pseudo-component model, which requires the composition of every pseudo-component to remain the same regardless of pressure. The violation of the species material balance principle by the BO PVT model leads to significant errors in standard BO PVT property estimations when techniques that rely on species material balance statements are used. A case example shows that calculated reservoir oil-related PVT properties such as oil formation volume factor (B o ) and solution gas-oil ratio (R s ) using BO PVT property prediction algorithms can be significantly underestimated due to the BO PVT model limitations.
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Appendix A

Reservoir fluid characterization and input data
This appendix presents all input data used to calculate the results reported in this study (Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5).
Appendix B
Simulating standard PVT properties using the phase behavior model
This appendix summarizes the calculation procedure for simulating standard PVT properties calculation (B o , B g . R s , and R v ) using a thermodynamic phase behavior model. Figure 9 depicts the graphical representation of terms used in the equations below. The phase behavior model is a computer code used to calculate quantities and properties of each phase of hydrocarbon mixture based on given composition, pressure, and temperature data. Further details of the simulation procedure and phase behavior model can be found in Vardcharragosad (2011) .
Pre-calculation
First, dew point pressure of reservoir hydrocarbon was determined by implementing a series of phase stability analysis. Then, the moles of initial reservoir fluid inside PVT cell (n T or n T,0 ) was calculated based on 1.0 MMSCF of gas equivalent using Eq. 1. The volume of the PVT cell (V T ), initial amount of surface gas (G) and stock tank oil (N) were evaluated based on the amount of initial reservoir fluid (n T ) at dew point conditions, using Eqs. 2-4.
GfSCFg ¼ ðy g Â n T flbmolgÞ Â 379:56fSCF=lbmolg ð3Þ
Step 1: Find n g1EG,j and n o,j Amount of moles of reservoir gas before the removal of excess gas (n g?EG,j ) and moles of reservoir oil (n o,j ) at every pressure level j were calculated based on remaining moles of reservoir fluid (gas and oil) after excess gas removal at every pressure level j -1 (n T,j-1 ) and the overall molar fraction of gas phase at every pressure level j (f PVT ng;j ), using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. n gþEG;j flbmolg ¼ n T;jÀ1 flbmolg Â f
Step 2: Find V g1EG,j and V o,j The volume reservoir gas before the removal of the excess gas (V g?EG,j ) and the volume of reservoir oil (V o,j ) at every pressure level j were determined from moles of each phase (n g?EG,j and n o,j )calculated from Step 1, using Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.
Step 3: Find V g,j and V EG,j The volume of reservoir gas after excess gas removal at pressure level j (V g,j ) and the volume of excess gas at pressure level j (V EG,j ) were calculated from the volume of PVT cell (V T ) and the output volumes from Step 2, using Eq. 9 and Eq. 10.
Step 4: Find n g,j and n EG,j The remaining moles of reservoir gas after excess gas removal at every pressure level j (n g,j ) and moles of excess gas which are removed at pressure level j (n EG,j ) were then Table 4 Binary interaction coefficients of pure components computed from the volumes in Step 3, using Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. 
Step 5: Find y g,j and y o,j The molar fractions of surface gas (y g,j ) and stock tank oil (y o,j ) in the reservoir gas at every pressure level j were calculated by performing series of flash calculation on the reservoir gas through designed production separator conditions, using Eq. 13 and Eq. 14.
Step 6: Find G fg,j and N fg,j The volumes of surface gas (G fg,j ) and stock tank oil (N fg,j ) in reservoir gas at pressure level j were calculated from the remaining mole of reservoir gas (n g,j ) and the molar fractions of surface gas (y g,j ) and stock tank oil (y o,j ) in reservoir gas, using Eq. 15 and Eq. 16. ð16Þ Fig. 9 Graphical representation of the data used in standard PVT properties simulation Step 7: Find x g,j and x o,j The molar fractions of surface gas (x g,j ) and stock tank oil (x o,j ) in the reservoir oil at every pressure level j were calculated by performing series of flash calculation on the reservoir oil through designed production separator conditions, using Eq. 17 and Eq. 18.
Step 8: Find G fo,j and N fo,j The volumes of surface gas (G fo,j ) and stock tank oil (N fo,j ) in reservoir oil at pressure level j were calculated from the remaining mole of reservoir oil (n o,j ) and the molar fractions of surface gas (x g,j ) and stock tank oil (x o,j ) in reservoir oil, using Eq. 19 and Eq. 20. 
Step 9: Find n T,j and c i,j The remaining moles of reservoir fluid (n T,j ) and overall composition (c i,j ) inside PVT cell at pressure level j after gas removal were updated by removing moles of excess gas (n EG,j ) and re-calculating overall composition using Eq. 21 and Eq. 22.
After completing all nine steps outlined above for the given pressure level, the results obtained can be used to calculate the standard PVT properties. All applicable unit conversion factors must be checked and adjusted properly. The calculation process is systematically repeated for all j pressure levels until all reported data in the CVD report have been considered and abandonment conditions have been reached.
Appendix C
Simulating CVD and CCE testing results using a phase behavior model This appendix summarizes the calculation procedure for simulating constant volume depletion (CVD) and constant composition expansion (CCE) testing results using the phase behavior model. Since this appendix can be thought of as a continuation of Appendix B, many of the values found in Appendix B are used for further calculations. Step 1: Find Z j (above dew point pressure)
The Peng-Robinson equations of state (PR-EOS) are used to calculate Z-factor at pressure level j (Z j ). The dew point pressure is previously determined in pre-calculation step of Appendix B. Above the dew point, composition of reservoir fluid is constant. Thus, Z-factor at reservoir pressure higher the dew point can be calculated based on reservoir pressure level j (p j ), reservoir temperature (T R ) and original reservoir fluid composition (c i ), and other physical properties of pure components. Reservoir pressure level (p j ) will be varied pressure from initial reservoir pressure to the dew point pressure.
Step 2: Find V rel,j The relative volume at pressure level j (V rel;j ) is calculated from Z-factor (Z j ) in Step 1, their corresponding pressures (p j ), Z-factor at the dew point (Z dew ) and the dew point pressure (p dew ), using Eq. 24:
Step 3: Find V ret,j Retrograde liquid volume at desired pressure level j (V ret,j ) required the volume of reservoir oil (V o,j ) and total volume of the PVT cell (V T ) from Appendix B. Retrograde Liquid volume are calculated using Eq. 25:
Step 4: Find produced wellstreams compositions (c i,j ) Mole percent of each component in produced wellstreams at desired pressure level j is calculated using Eq. 22.
Step 5: Find Z g,j below dew point pressure Z-factor of gas at desired pressure level j (Z g,j ) below the dew point are calculated using PR-EOS. The calculation will be very similar to the calculation in Step 1, except the original reservoir composition (c i ) is replaced by gas composition at desired pressure level j (y i,j ) calculated in Appendix B.
Z j ¼ f p j ; T R ; y i;j ; p ci ; T ci ; x i ; BIP À Á ð26Þ
Step 6: Find Z 2p,j Two-phase Z-factor is defined as a ratio between the real fluid volume and the volume when that fluid behaves like ideal gas. The real fluid volume is equal to total volume of PVT cell (V T ) determined in Appendix B. Ideal gas volume (V ideal;j ) at pressure level j is calculated based on the remaining mole of reservoir fluid (n T,j ) using Eq. 27. Twophase Z-factor (Z 2p;j ) at pressure level j is calculated based on total PVT cell volume (V T ) and the ideal gas volume (V ideal;j ) using Eq. 28: 
Appendix D
Simulated CVD testing results
This appendix presents simulated constant volume depletion testing results based on input data in Appendix A and calculation procedure in Appendix C. Note that the calculation results are based on 1.0 MMSCF of Gas-Equivalent at the dew point conditions (Tables 6, 7, 8, 9) . 
Appendix E
